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Understanding the deployment process and  
all its elements is crucial to a successful rollout.  
In this guide, we’ve compiled recommendations 
and insights gleaned from hundreds of customer 
deployments to help you ensure a smooth and 
successful deployment for your organization. 
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The Super Administrator’s role 
is to monitor the account at 
the highest level. They have 
all functions (View, Modify, 
Create, Delete) and run multi-
lateral reports to ensure that 
all divisions of the company are 
functioning as expected. Super 
Administrators should attend 
TRUCE training and review 
materials provided afterward, as 
well as guide the rest of the team 
toward successful deployment, 
lay out expectations, 
and continue monitoring 
ongoing success through the 
Management Console, Reports, 
and discussions with Managers, 
Supervisors and Employees.

A Manager’s role is to monitor a 
single Region or Group and ensure 
that utilization stays at expected 
levels. Manager’s may have View, 
Modify, Create and Delete abilities 
within the Management Console, 
though they should be restricted 
to an individual group or region 
rather than the entire company, 
and can run reports on those 
specific regions/groups to help 
assist in the continued utilization/
compliance of employees. It may 
be beneficial for a Manager to 
participate in some deployment 
training or, at a minimum, they 
should review the provided TRUCE 
materials prior to deployment.

A Supervisor does not have access 
to the Management Console and 
does not need to attend TRUCE 
training but may find it useful if 
questions arise from their team.  
A Supervisor should be subscribed 
to daily Utilization Reports to verify 
installation and functionality, 
as well as any other reports a 
Super Admin/Manager may 
deem necessary. Reviewing all 
supplemental materials should 
help to provide a general idea 
on how the system functions 
and what to expect during 
installation, deployment, and 
continued usage, though any 
member of your team (including 
your employees) always has 
access to our Support Team and 
online knowledge base  
(support.trucesoftware.com).

Super Administrator Manager Supervisor

Assigning Administration  
and Deployment Responsibilities
Determining who should be involved in the administration, deployment and ongoing utilization of the service is a major 
factor for success. Members you may consider for your team:

• Management Console Access

• Training

• Management Reports

•  Management Console Access 
(limited)

• Training (optional)

• Management Reports (limited)

•  Management Reports 
(targeted)

Key Responsibilities

http://support.trucesoftware.com
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Communicate Early and Often
Communication is key to a successful deployment and needs to be part of your rollout plan right from the beginning. 
Be sure to have clear communication channels, defined timing and expectations of deployment, and collateral for 
distribution when questions do arise.

Employee Preparedness

Project Meetings

Deployment and Ongoing Utilizations

Everything goes much smoother if employees are educated 
on what TRUCE does and how it works prior to deploying 
the app, especially for Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) 
deployments. It is critical that all employees understand 
how TRUCE works, what it does and doesn’t do, regardless 
of whether the device is corporate-issued or BYOD. TRUCE 
has documentation and videos that can be utilized to 
educate your employees on these topics.

Start the project with a kickoff meeting to identify all project 
resources and ensure project stakeholders have a well-
rounded understanding of the project tasks. Following that 
initial meeting, your TRUCE Project Manager will establish 
a recurring check point meeting to ensure the project 
stays on track, providing a weekly status update on any 
outstanding deliverables and guidance as needed.

Deployment includes distributing the mobile apps and beacons 
onto mobile devices and in managed zones, such as vehicles 
or heavy equipment or on-premises. Adequate communication 
and training upfront can help to ensure all required 
permissions are accepted during the installation process, and 
while pairing devices with a beacon. Independently these 
tasks are simple, but en masse this is typically the largest and 
most complex project task. TRUCE will make sure you have all 
the materials required to provide answers to your  
employees and assist in the deployment process. 

It is common for some employees to be curious as to the system’s functions, what TRUCE does, what data it collects, and 
how it will affect their mobile device usage. While we do understand their concerns, it is important over the first week 
or two for supervisors and managers to review the daily utilization reports to quickly identify and help any reluctant 
employees overcome their resistance to change. Your TRUCE Project Manager will be your primary point of contact for 
the first 30 days of deployment, but you or your employees may also reach out to TRUCE Support at any time.
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Preparing for 
Deployment  
of the App
TRUCE will work with you or your IT department to 
determine the best method for deployment.

iOS Devices
Apple requires that all business/enterprise apps, including 
TRUCE, must be part of either their ADEP (Apple Developer 
Enterprise Program) or ABM (Apple Business Manager) 
solutions to be deployed in a corporate environment. 
TRUCE will work with your IT team to leverage existing 
systems or assist setting up an ADEP or ABM account. The 
TRUCE application can then be made available via an app 
link in the Management Console using our internal MDM, 
through your company’s MDM, or through a side-loaded 
link via ADEP/ABM.

Android Devices
Android set-up is very simple. No enrollment is required; 
TRUCE can simply make the app available via a link in the 
Management Console. Installation is simple and requires 
no pairing.

Mobile Device Management (MDM)
MDM is software that allows your IT administrators to control, 
secure and enforce policies on employee smartphones, 
tablets and other endpoints. Your TRUCE Project Manager 
will need to have a conversation with your main MDM 
contact to make sure the correct files are made available for 
distribution. Your Project Manager will also assist in discussing 
available options for suppressing app removal and permission 
tampering. If these settings are not available through your 
MDM, the Project Manager will suggest Reports and Alerts to 
assist in monitoring compliance. 

If you do not have an MDM solution, or if you are going 
to be using TRUCE on non-managed devices, then 
TRUCE’s MDM can be supplied free of charge to assist in 
deployment and management of the app. Ask your Project 
Manager if you are interested in our internal MDM solution.
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Setting Up the Management Console 
Employees/Groups
TRUCE has several options to setup and maintain your 
employees in our system.

Setup
The initial setup of groups and individual employees can 
be facilitated with a bulk upload. TRUCE will provide an 
import template. TRUCE can also help with a conversion if 
our native format cannot be supported. 

Maintenance
Depending on your frequency of turnover, TRUCE may 
recommend an automated periodic refresh of your 
groups/employees. TRUCE will discuss the options as a 
part of your implementation.

Policy Configuration
TRUCE will need to understand if you have a corporate 
mobile device policy today and what that is. As a part 
of the rollout of TRUCE, you may want to revise or 
redistribute your policy.

Mobile Policy
TRUCE works in conjunction with your mobile device 
policy to help your employees stay safe and maintain 
an intelligent relationship with their mobile devices in 

the workplace. A clear mobile policy is a key factor in 
communicating the benefits of the TRUCE solution. If 
you do not have an existing mobile device policy, or think 
yours could use some revisions, TRUCE is happy to assist.

TRUCE Policy Management
Our policy management platform is highly configurable 
and should be set up to align with your own corporate 
mobile device policy. We offer three standard 
configuration options that align with most customer 
policies. Our most restrictive configuration can completely 
suppress calls, texts, apps, ringtones, buzzing, and 
notifications on any device that enters a managed state, 
such as when a vehicle starts to move. We understand 
that this level of restriction is not always feasible, so the 
TRUCE Management Console also allows you to enable 
functions such as hands-free calling, navigation, music 
apps or other custom apps your employees may need 
while in a managed state. TRUCE will work with you to 
mirror your policies and provide reporting and feedback 
to help enforce those policies with your employees. 
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Standard and Custom Reporting
After your training is complete, your Project Manager will set up Reports and Alerts to assist in your initial deployment. 
Both the Reports and Alerts will be focused on utilization/compliance and will provide you with details on employees 
that do not have their mobile devices/beacons working properly. TRUCE will make sure that we include appropriate 
members of your leadership team on the Reports/Alerts. You may also choose to create additional reports/alerts to 
provide specific details to certain Managers/Supervisors for their teams. A coordinated effort is the best way to drive 
towards 100% utilization.

After initial deployment, TRUCE can help with any data analysis or to assist in understanding how your policies are 
performing and being enforced. This may lead to policy adjustments if needed.

Deploying Beacons
Beacons are small hardware devices placed in protected work zones, like in a work vehicle, on heavy machinery, or 
around the office. Beacons provide context and inform TRUCE when to start enforcing policy, such as when a work 
vehicle starts to move or when an employee starts a piece of heavy machinery.

Assignment
You can provide TRUCE with identification information 
such as vehicle/equipment numbers or location zones 
which can be printed on our beacon labels. You may also 
do your own internal identification association when you 
place the beacons into work zones. There is a Custom 
ID field that you can populate within the Management 
Console to make identifying where each beacon is easier.

Shipping
To maintain visibility and control of the deployment, TRUCE 
prefers to ship to a single central location and have your 
company receive the beacons and handle the delivery to 
the individual offices or locations for placement.

Placement
Beacons do not require any special wiring or mounting, 
but should be installed out of direct sunlight and in places 
that will not get excessively wet. We can work with your 
fleet up fitter if you have one. If not, we suggest that a 
manager or supervisor install beacons rather than relying 
on employees. In some instances, employees may not even 
need to be aware of the beacon deployment. Beacons can 
be installed anywhere within a vehicle, or within 30 feet of a 
managed location zone.
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Maintaining Project Momentum
Keeping the project moving forward with all the competing internal priorities can be challenging. The most successful 
projects are those that follow through with installation and immediately move into utilization and compliance 
management. TRUCE’s billing process begins after 30 days of contract signing, or once the TRUCE application is  
available and you are prepared for deployment. 

Formal Handoff to Customer Support/Account Management
As mentioned previously, our Implementation Team will assist in procuring your ADEP or ABM application, provide the 
first 30 days of support, and assist in deployment. After 30 days, Implementation will set up a meeting to provide a 
formal transition to our Customer Support/Account Management team.

About TRUCE
At TRUCE®, we believe there’s a better way to leverage all a mobile device has to offer in the workplace, while still 
protecting what’s most important – your employees, your assets and your IP. TRUCE offers the first Contextual Mobility 
Management solution, providing flexible, situational enforcement of your mobile device policy, allowing companies to 
temporarily enable or suspend mobile apps based on the work being performed, the work location or even the user or 
work group. Our patented technology adds a layer of contextual intelligence to traditional mobile device management 
approaches and operates on both iOS and Android platforms.

http://www.trucesoftware.com

